Organized by: Shaw College Environmental Sustainability Committee
Shaw College Staff Association
Shaw College Alumni Association

Eco-Tour: Tai Tam Reservoirs

- Visit hundred-year stone bridge and water dam
- Get to know different species of animals and plants
- Understand the development of countryside

Date: 10 March 2018 (Saturday)
Time: 9am—6pm

Language: Cantonese and English

Quota: 30 (First-come-first-served)

Fee:
1. Shaw Student & Non-Shaw Student $50
2. Member of Shaw College Staff Association $100
3. Shaw Staff, alumni, friends and family of participants $200

Remarks: Up to 2 non-shaw students can enroll together with their Shaw friends by online registration.

Enquiry: Ms Amin CHAN (3943 8637 / aminchan@cuhk.edu.hk)

Deadline: 5 March 2018 (Mon)

https://goo.gl/5ssQiU